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SOB™

The SOB™ is the only personal defense system of it’s kind, of fering the 
ideal mix of ballistic protection and mobility. It is designed for easy 
transport and quick deployment. Af ter all, armor is worthless if you 
can’t take it with you.

Unlike hand-carry shields, the SOB™ offers full-body coverage against 
ex treme ballistic threats. It is freestanding, allowing the operator to 
maintain use of both hands when necessary.

Our unique patented design allows the SOB™ to collapse into a single 
compact unit, small enough to fit in the trunk of a patrol car for 
transport or storage. When you need the SOB™ it can be fully deployed 
in less than 20 seconds!

Modular side panels can be at tached when additional coverage is 
needed. Side panels can also function as hand-carry shields.

The SOB™ armor system is rigorously tested and certified to exceed 
NIJ Level IV requirements. Wheels, axles, and run-flat tires can also 
withstand multiple gunshots.

The Original Collapsible Defense System

Ballistic Options
NIJ Level III (7.62 NATO Ball M80 149 gr.)
NIJ Level III+ (7.62x39mm MSC 123 gr, 5.56x45mm M855 62 gr.)
NIJ Level IV (.30 CAL AP M2 7.62x63mm 166 gr.)

Total Armor Area
10 square feet without side panels
19 square feet with side panels

Dimensions
Deployed: 33” W x 34” D x 72” H
With Side Panels: 46” W x 34” D x 72” H
Stowed: 33” W x 34” D x 15” H
Footprint (stowed horizontal): 33” x 34”
Footprint (stowed vertical): 15” x 33”

Weight
Chassis (NIJ Level IV): 237 lbs (108 kg)
Removeable Viewport (NIJ Level IV): 93 lbs (42 kg)
Chassis + Viewport: 330 lbs (150 kg)

Side Panel (NIJ Level III+): 46 lbs (21 kg)
Side Panel (NIJ Level III): 37 lbs (17 kg)
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